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Abstract: Volunteer tourism has been heavily criticised for its negative consequences on destinations and 

volunteers, often the direct result of unrealistic demand-led marketing and lack of consideration for the environmental 

and social costs of host communities. While some industry participants have responded through adherence to best 

practice, little information or support is available about how to responsibly market volunteer tourism. This research 

uses an online content analysis based on the International Voluntourism Guidelines for Commercial Operators to 

understand the use of responsibility as a market signalling tool. Five influential web pages of eight organisations are 

scored across 19 responsibility criteria and compared against the organisation's legal status, product type and price. 

We find that responsibility is not used for market signalling; preference is given to communicating what is easy, and 

not what is important. The status of the organisation is no guarantee of responsible practice, and price and 

responsibility communications display an inverse relationship. We conclude volunteer tourism operators are 

overpositioning and communicating responsibility inconsistently, which highlights greenwashing, requiring at least 

industry-wide codes of practice, and at best, regulation. This paper reflects on its methodological limitations, and on 

its practical achievements in encouraging change within some of the organisations examined. 
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Introduction 

Volunteer tourism (VT) is a hybrid concept, bringing together international volunteering 

and tourism, “the practice of individuals going on a working holiday, volunteering their 

labour for worthy causes” (Tomazos, 2009a:196). VT is often promoted as a way to 

experience authenticity within the context of an alternative tourism beneficial to 

destinations, leading to expectations of a responsible tourism ethos. The purpose is often 

“aiding or alleviating the material poverty of some groups in society; the restoration of 

certain specific environments or research into aspects of society or environment” (Wearing, 

2007:1) alongside touristic activities. However, as VT grows in popularity, the true value and 

costs with regard to the triple bottom line are being called into question (Goodwin, 2011; 

Wearing, 2001).  

VT organisations have come under criticism for being overly profit-driven, over-

promising benefits, harming destinations and creating customer dissatisfaction (Benson and 

Henderson, 2011; Crossley, 2012; Simpson, 2004; Tomazos and Cooper, 2012). In this issue 

of this journal, Taplin, Dredge and Scherrer (2014) outline a monitoring and evaluation 

framework to assess VT’s activities.  The problems begin at the marketing stage.  Seemingly 

altruistic marketing messages are masking increasingly commercial operations. It is arguable 

whether any form of tourism, or indeed volunteer tourism, is totally sustainable, but it is 

morally imperative that operators take responsibility for managing their products and 

operations, and encourage their customers to take steps to become more sustainable 

(Goodwin, 2011). While it is not possible to reach a conclusion on the debate on the 

relationship between these two concepts, we refer in this paper to responsibility as a 

process, and sustainability as the direction.  

This research contributes to understanding the image of responsibility that companies 

choose to project about themselves on their websites. It analyses market signalling about 

taking responsibility as practiced by a sample of UK-based VT organisations, and compares it 

to price signalling to present perceptual maps of Responsibility Value. Website analysis only 

reflects a fraction of what an organisation does, but web sites are purposefully created and 

project images for the purpose of attracting customers hence signalling to the market those 

attributes which they believe influence purchase decisions. The paper sheds light on the 

way that VT is marketed: it could also help guide future researchers looking at how 



marketing uses the terms responsible and sustainable tourism generally. On a broader scale 

it addresses the contentious issue of “greenwashing” in tourism marketing.  

 

The structure of the paper is as follows. First, we outline the concept of market 

signalling, outline the literature on volunteers’ motivations and consider the potential for 

responsible market signalling. We then move on to review the literature on how VT 

operators have responded with vague responsibility signals. The methods section justifies 

choices and outlines the process of the content analysis of a sample of web pages and how 

eight VT operators were sampled. We present the results of this content analysis and 

display the Responsibility Value of three volunteering products and overall performance, 

before discussing the meaning of these results in the context of the volunteering and the 

market signalling literature.  

Literature review 

Volunteer tourists face an increasing choice of suppliers who offer an overwhelming 

and undifferentiated choice of projects abroad, with greater or lesser itinerary trade-offs 

between altruism and hedonism (Coghlan, 2007; Tomazos & Butler, 2009a; Tomazos and 

Cooper, 2012; Wearing, 2001). VT operators aim to differentiate their products through 

marketing, choosing how to position their brands and products. While marketing is not 

wholly responsible for the impacts of VT, marketers have a “special responsibility” 

(Krippendorf, 1987:138) in influencing, leading and managing consumer desires and 

expectations.  

If demand places a utilitarian value on the resources that its VT experience is based on, 

conventional profit-based marketing will be largely inconsiderate of environmental and 

social costs and returns (Belz and Peattie, 2012; Kotler and Lee, 2011).  Because 

sustainability superficially conflicts on many levels with marketing (Grant, 2007), it is 

important to consider its role in improving behaviour towards a consumer service product 

to achieve mutually rewarding social and organisational objectives  (Dinan and Sargeant, 

2000; Goodwin 2011). Kotler and Lee (2009) argue that “real” positioning and “total 

marketing” works on all aspects of the marketing mix and is communicated through a 

unique selling proposition’s bundle of values which represents the critical differentiating 

factor for consumers’ product discrimination, communicating a holistic commitment to 



sustainability. VT operators’ selling propositions are made up of signals that are meaningful 

to the market. Responsibility communications could have a positive effect on consumer 

beliefs, attitudes and motivations; they have the potential of fitting well with the company’s 

raison d’etre  if they are altruistic and not profit-motivated (Becker-Olsen, Cudmore and Hill, 

2006). Like  most services, VT is evaluated at the point of purchase via extrinsic cues 

(marketing, brand, recommendation) since intrinsic cues (the product itself) cannot be 

tested by the customer (Zeithaml, 1988).  

This paper uses signalling theory to solve information asymmetries between buyer and 

seller to reduce purchasing uncertainty.  Signals are the observable, alterable attributes that 

the business can invest in to communicate superior but unobservable or hidden ex-ante and 

complex attributes of the product being offered, which are primarily quality and the 

promise of customer satisfaction (Spence, 1973). Signalling costs for the seller , including the 

efforts required to make the signal, are considerable.  This is a type of “bond” paid, because 

of the investment wasted if the signal is false or does not function (Ippolito, 1990). Typical 

quality signals include brand name, price, warranty and advertising expenditure, to convey 

positive messages about quality (Kirmani and Rao, 2000). When signalling reaches certain 

costs for the seller (including level of difficulty or time invested), low performing businesses 

will not signal. Independent auditing of how responsible VT organisations are would have a 

higher signalling bond than the current unregulated claims. This bond is a guarantee of 

quality and also signals an investment from the company.  It would be expected that 

companies signalling would have a higher price. In our case, the bond would be the 

Responsibility Value displayed by the company, as the relationship between signalling 

responsibility and price.  

Understanding what motivates tourists to volunteer is key to their product and brand 

choices, and to which signals they will respond (Callanan and Thomas, 2005). The literature 

suggests that responsibility will be a key market signal. There is general consensus that 

voluntourists’ main priority is to genuinely have a positive impact on a less developed 

community, and an aid narrative seems to be central to the marketing of most volunteering 

providers (Palacios, 2010). A VT company must take responsibility for (1) marketing a 

sustainable product (e.g. putting the community first, ensuring there is a lasting impact, 

working with locals, respecting heritage and wildlife…) and (2) targeting a segment that is 

appropriate for the product (e.g. ensuring an appropriate match between volunteer skills 



and destination needs, conducting a needs assessment, ensuring volunteers behave 

appropriately…) (Kotler and Zaltman, 1971; Weeden, 2002).  

Grimm and Needham (2012) found that the environmental concepts and buzzwords  

that were particularly important to volunteer decision making – as volunteers searched for 

projects and explanations of  what was important to them -  included “sustainability,” 

“conservation,” “reforestation,” and “community development.” These volunteers felt 

impressed by the density of buzzwords used in the marketing materials, but there was little 

evidence of these volunteers searching for evidence of how the volunteer project went 

about achieving their claims. We also know that volunteers prefer financial gain to benefit 

destinations rather than First World profit-makers and attach value and trust to the status 

of non-profit or charitable organization (Tomazos and Butler, 2009a).  

VT can also have more self-centred motivations, suggesting that complementary or 

alternative market signals would also be important search attributes. There is a desire 

amongst volunteers to learn, adding to volunteers’ personal or professional development in 

specific fields of interest and is therefore less than altruistic (Wearing, 2001; McGehee and 

Clemmons, 2008). This is closely aligned with self-realisation, using the time and space to 

discover, challenge and develop abilities, self-esteem, pride and enrich one’s life 

(Krippendorf, 1987; McGehee and Clemmons, 2008; SNV, 2009). Additionally, there is an 

interplay of mass tourism motives and volunteer motives, to mix adventure with restoration 

and re-vitalisation (Krippendorf, 1987; Wearing, 2001; Tomazos and Butler, 2012). 

Increasingly voluntourists narrow down their search attributes according to peer 

recommendations (Taillon and Jamal, 2008) or camaraderie (Brown and Hall, 2008; 

McGehee and Clemmons, 2008).  

More worryingly, other travel motivations may clash with the requirements and 

consequences of volunteer work (Sin, 2009). For example, there is evidence of volunteering 

driven by the search for autonomous freedom, seeking out obligations and dependencies 

(Krippendorf, 1987; Grabowski, Wearing and Lee, 2007); mutual understanding and interest 

between guests and hosts, whereby “what should have been a meeting becomes a ‘zoo 

syndrome’, in which both sides gape at each other” (Krippendorf, 1987:60); personal beliefs, 

whereby VT becomes a spiritual mission to spread philosophies to hosts whose cultural 

beliefs may differ. And there is egoism, whereby voluntourists make themselves feel better 



through an opportunity for superiority (Grabowski, Wearing and Lee, 2007; Taillon and 

Jamal, 2008). 

Responsibility displayed by VT operators can have, therefore, a role in communicating 

quality to some consumers. Consumers that are sensitive to quality uncertainty will have a 

lower price sensitivity – for example, if responsibility matters to them, they are less likely to 

look for the cheapest VT company (Erdem, Swait and Louviere, 2002). Brand credibility can 

reduce overall perception of uncertainty, and corporate social responsibility has been 

successfully used to develop company brands even when it was not an important attribute 

for the consumer, as it contributed to an overall positive perception (Becker-Olsen, 

Cudmore and Hill, 2006). However the brief outline of VT motivations suggests the 

attributes on which consumers take purchasing decisions will be broader than responsibility.  

Using Kirmani and Rao’s  (2000) typology of signalling bonds, we can argue that 

responsibility claims, like advertising, brand and reputation, would be both default-

independent (the business spends time making the claim on their website whether the claim 

is true or false) and sale-independent signals (the business spends time and dedicates 

website space to responsibility claims regardless of whether the customer purchases the 

product). Yet signalling works best in products with (1) post-purchase information clarity 

(Kirmani and Rao, 2000) - that would mean that volunteers should clearly determine the 

responsibility quality of their experience after their stay, which is questionable.  And (2), 

when violations of quality signalled can be established post-purchase - e.g. that the 

volunteer can clearly identify when the VT operator did not fulfil their responsibility claims.  

One would expect claims to be true if the recovery of this bond investment depends on 

the repeat sales that were gained on the basis of the fulfilment of the bond’s claims (i.e. 

volunteer tourists buy the product because of claims that their volunteering will make local 

people’s lives better, and that volunteers’ skills are matched to the projects’ needs, both of 

which are arguably central to the purpose of volunteering). Default-independent signals are 

useful for repeat purchases (Kirmani and Rao, 2000) - yet volunteering has a high proportion 

of “once in a lifetime” customers with limited understanding of the sector and what to 

expect, which compounds VT’s pre-purchase unobservable quality. Sending organisations 

confirm that volunteer tourists, in a business sense, tend to be one-off customers (they are 

not expected to provide repeat business for the organisation; typically their trips are 

considered as once in a life-time opportunities), so the priority is attracting volunteers 



rather than the impact that they have on host communities (Morgan, 2010). Any potential 

negative impact would only come from the limited impact of word of mouth anecdotes. 

Signalling only truly works in repeat purchase markets (Milgrom and Roberts, 1986; 

Wolinsky, 1983).  

Price is also a market signal and an indication of product quality (Bagwell and Riordan, 

1991; Dodds and Monroe, 1985). Teas and Agarwal (2000:278) found a positive relationship 

between “price and perceived sacrifice, perceived quality and perceived value, and 

perceived sacrifice and perceived value”. Following the research suggesting a relationship 

between quality and price, if responsibility is important to consumers and, therefore, part of 

quality perceptions, we would expect a direct relationship between responsibility and price, 

on a responsibility value continuum.  

It is common to use price as an indication of quality when customers perceive high risk 

in making the wrong purchase (Patterson, 1993), as would be the case of parents paying for 

young volunteers to volunteer in the third world for longer than an average holiday. That is 

because first time buyers rely on extrinsic cues, and price is used more often as quality cue 

when the customer is inexperienced or unfamiliar with brands, or with high involvement 

products when the perceived risk of making a wrong choice will be costly (Zeithaml, 1988), 

thus prompting volunteer operators to invest in brand equity to justify a higher price (Keller, 

1993). Responsibility Value, as the relationship between signalling responsibility and the 

price charged will, therefore, be affected by additional consumer search attributes and VT 

operator practices.   

 

Industry responses 

We know that VT operators have multiple sources of market signalling to segment the 

market according to what is important to them, including displaying their responsibility 

(Dinan and Sargeant, 2000). VT operators will use a range of market signals to suggest 

quality. Website layout (i.e. ease of navigation) and appearance (professional look) and 

content (photographs, testimonials, and information) influenced volunteers’ company 

choices (Grimm and Needham, 2012). Having reviewed whether responsibility claims may 

have only limited impact on consumer decision making, we  now explore some of the 

industry responses to making such claims by outlining how hedonistic messages prevail, 

which explains why responsibility signalling has a low bond.  



Keese (2011) reports that volunteering websites contain a high element of tourism 

excursions or experiences, dramatic language and, to evoke destination imagery, pictures 

depicting either adventure or helping. As consumer behaviour is a hedonic consumption 

(Hirschman and Holbrook, 1982), marketing narratives, central to creating a destination or 

product image “reflect multi-sensory, fantasy and emotional cues” (Govers and Go, 

2005:74). Commercial interests are keener to present a staged, sanitised version of the 

tourist experience (Choi, Lehto and Morrison, 2007; Cohen, 1988) fuelled by a hidden 

marketing agenda of eco-explicit greenspeak messages (Dann, 1996).  

There are claims of VT organisations greenwashing (using low bond signals, in the sense 

that they can be easily copied without requiring a high investment), by communicating 

vague benefits such as “make a difference” to appeal to a wide range of potential 

volunteers and motivations, but with little resemblance to the real situation (Mdee and 

Emmott, 2008). Simpson (2004) notes that the language of development is rarely used in 

the gap year industry: its own brand of development discourse is preferred. . There is a neo 

liberalist undercurrent (Lyons et al., 2012) manifested in neo colonialist development aid 

language (Palacios, 2010) that volunteers seek and volunteering tour operators exaggerate 

(Simpson, 2004). The reality may just mean securing volunteer placements (Morgan, 2010), 

marketed through “clichés, where the public face of development is dominated by western 

‘good intentions’” which trivialise poverty and become the framework of reference for 

participants (Simpson, 2004:10) and where ultimately “tourism is business not charity” 

(Krippendorf, 1987:20). 

VT is a business, and is becoming increasingly commodified (Lyons et al., 2012). But 

most types of VT organizations portray themselves as ethical improvers of communities and 

environments regardless of their legal status. Many profess to be working with local 

community partners, NGOs and charities, and appear to market themselves as social 

enterprises who apply commercial strategies for social purpose (Mdee and Emmott, 2008; 

von der Weppen and Cochrane, 2012). The social benefit and “moral legitimacy” of NGOs 

and destination-based organisations may be assumed rather than practiced (Bowes, 2008; 

Mdee and Emmott, 2008; Kotler and Lee, 2009). The relative lack of commercial marketing 

experience of not-for-profit development organisations has enabled innovative tour 

operators to gain a foothold in the VT market since the 1990s, sourcing projects in 

destinations which they already serve (Morgan, 2010).  



Wearing, McDonald and Ponting (2005) see commercial VT as an experiential 

commodity, valuing capitalist profits above impacts and thus never able to achieve 

sustainability and empowerment, versus NGO VT which they see as philanthropic, 

decommodified and socially appropriate. However, in the not-for-profit sector, despite good 

intentions, even organisations involved in foreign aid may fail to consider local needs and 

priorities due to “top-down planning”, creating dependency and even fostering corruption, 

hurting a destination’s entrepreneurship and community (Kotler and Lee, 2009). In addition, 

the increasing number of organisations, changing consumer attitudes, public sector 

austerity measures, declining international development assistance and long-term volunteer 

numbers have led to intense competition for support. Historically, many NGOs and charities 

have avoided connection with the travel industry for fear of being perceived as having 

commercial objectives. However some non-profit organisations now partner with travel 

agents and media to increase the awareness and distribution of their services. 

Consequently, adoption of commercial marketing techniques, such as segmentation for 

efficient and effective donor communications, has increased (Dolnicar and Randle, 2007), 

along with the use of volunteer travel for income generation for charitable development-led 

organisations, despite few being equipped to receive visitors and coordinate logistics 

effectively (Mdee and Emmott, 2008).  Mdee and Emmott (2008:195) ask “to what extent 

can a commercially-viable travel organisation (whether a social enterprise or not) 

realistically engage in a critical development debate, particularly of a ‘politicised’ nature”. 

Two examples of commoditisation can be put forward. A social marketing approach 

would consider and communicate the skills required for destination project needs, framed  

to educate, persuade and elicit desired proactive choice for societal change (Kotler and 

Zaltman, 1971; Dinan and Sargeant, 2000; Raymond and Hall, 2008). Yet there is evidence of 

not matching project needs with volunteer skills (Raymond and Hall, 2008) nor, for example, 

checks on appropriateness to work with children (Reas, 2013). In addition, responsible VT 

would occur in the places with greatest needs in terms of poverty or endangered resources. 

Keese’s (2011) research suggests six criteria for VT organisations to select projects: safety, 

need, attractiveness of the place, presence of local partners, previous staff experience and 

accessibility.  Despite these, the type of activity and the geography of VT is highly 

concentrated (Keese, 2011; Tomazos and Cooper, 2012) and there is little differentiation 

between the projects. The outcome is that there is no relationship between “need for 



assistance” (the United Nations Human Development Index score) and the location of VT 

projects (Tomazos and Butler, 2009a).  

Method 

The literature review produced mixed messages regarding the likelihood of finding a 

positive Responsibility Value. This research aims to understand how VT operators 

communicate responsibility towards the projects visited and the needs of the volunteers , 

and to establish the relationship between responsibility and price signalling . A website 

content analysis tool was developed for this purpose. It is important to note in advance that 

the tool does not measure whether these signals are actually practiced by the operators, 

nor test whether the signals are effective search or purchase attributes. This research 

examines the ways in which VT is marketed:  it is not a review of overall activities.  

Content analysis enables constructed identities to be assessed (Pitt and Papania, 2007) 

by a structured approach via indirect data which that follows minimises the relationship 

between the researcher and the researched as it “exists regardless of the researcher’s 

questioning, prompting and probing” (O’Leary, 2010: 208). Content analysis of websites is 

common practice to understand company (Park and Gretzel, 2007) and destination 

marketing (Choi, Lehto and Morrison, 2007) as well as sustainability communications (Jose 

and Lee, 2007). Our research only loosely follows the steps outlined by Neuendorf (2002) 

and McMillan (2000) to web based content analysis, as these are unnecessarily constraining 

and prescriptive (Herring, 2010).  

We explore the relationship between responsibility and price market signals by using 

perceptual mapping. This is a technique used to measure and visualise brands’ or products’ 

positioning by evaluating a set of attributes and assigning scale ratings to plot those 

attributes diagrammatically. Typically, attributes influence how consumers evaluate and 

distinguish between brands or products (Shobhit and Dey, 2010). The closer together 

positioning points are plotted, the more similarly consumers are expected to perceive and 

respond to brands or products. Conversely, differentiation is represented by points plotted 

further away from others. Gaps exist where there is a perceived supply void and no 

competition. Two-by-two attribute perceptual maps present an easy to read mental picture, 

enabling organisations to identify, compare, correlate and monitor over time competitive 



sets’ relative strengths and weaknesses and market opportunities to (re)position to 

potential target market niches with supporting data (Shobhit and Dey, 2010).  

The validity of a perceptual map thus depends on the set of attributes  and the products  

and brands selected for study. Frameworks for selection of evaluative attributes, ratings, 

organisation and web pages must be determined prior to evaluation and analysis. This 

research is thus both qualitative, based on perceptions of information rather than numerical 

data, and quantitative, using attributed ratings to compare and contrast positioning of 

different organisations and products. It must, therefore, be concerned with rigor and 

standardisation to establish credibility and validity (Herring, 2009). 

A new coding scheme was developed since the literature did not reveal any content 

analysis on VT communications. The International VT Guidelines for Commercial Tour 

Operators (TIES, 2012) were chosen to guide attribute selection. They comprise 32 

guidelines, which were translated into the evaluative attributes/dependent variables to rate 

and rank website content. Nineteen guidelines were considered to be communicable 

responsibility signals and appropriate for website content analysis.  They became the coding 

categories. 

The TIES 2012 Marketing and Messaging Guidelines (II-2(b)) provide a framework for 

the variables to be rated and ranked. The first of these guidelines recommends using 

positive messaging strategies which “clearly convey the goals of VT programs, why they are 

important and how they make a difference”, supported by concrete examples. The second 

marketing guideline (II-2(a)) suggests to “avoid all forms of poverty marketing - such as 

using images or words (e.g. “helping people who cannot help themselves”) which belittle or 

degrade local people”. We created a coding scheme according to the message and evidence 

portrayed, using the marketing guidelines as a framework. The level of evidence is the 

commitment behind the signal, and therefore is the signal bond: 

- Evidence-backed, positive, success and goals-related content: +2 

- Positive, success and goals-related content (but no evidence): +1 

- Neither positive nor negative content, or no content on the issue: 0 

- Suggestion of poverty marketing: -1 

- Clear publication of belittling or degrading content: -2 

Established methods of content analysis systematically identify specific characteristics 

of a message (Miller and Salkind, 2002) and provide quantitative measurement of 



responsibility signalling through the frequency of appearance of words or themes in text. 

Automated web crawling has been applied to analyse aggregate term frequencies for 

keywords together with semantic orientation (whether positive or negative words were 

nearby the triple bottom line coding units) (Gill, Dickinson and Scharl, 2008). Automated 

analysis may have advantages in processing large amounts of data; enumerating content 

frequency and identifying patterns, it largely ignores its extent and may not evaluate the 

audience impact, “what it feels or believes as a result of the content, or what the content 

producer intended” (Herring, 2009:2). A ‘referential content analysis’ (Franzosi, 2004) tool 

is, therefore, required which considers linguistic context to enable qualitative analysis of 

implicit text and the intended analysis of responsibility within VT web content. We believed 

that the closer attention to detail of our study warranted its smaller, exploratory scale. The 

coding units were, therefore, sentences or paragraphs, and not individual words (Budd, 

Thorp and Donohew, 1967), and more effort was placed in determining the meaning from 

the context and evidence provided.  

Two additional criteria were analysed that the literature suggested may influence the 

level of responsibility signalled. Organisational model (Commercial operator, NGO or not-

for-profit Social Enterprise) was included to analyse whether “the status of the organisation 

is no guarantee of responsible practice” (Goodwin, 2011: 185). Price was included, and to 

compare like-with-like, similar project types, destinations and durations were selected, and 

per-day (mean) average prices considered, to analyse whether responsibility does 

differentiate positioning and “allow companies to compete on more than just price” 

(Weeden, 2002: 142).  

Sampling is one of the most difficult aspects of web-based content analysis (McMillan, 

2000). A non-random sample of UK websites ensures representativeness of organisation 

type and context, important to interpretation of results (Herring, 2009; O’Leary 2010). The 

eight organisations are fairly representative of the industry mix: two social enterprises 

(1_SocEnt and 4_SocEnt), a further social enterprise that is a media organisation acting as a 

broker (2_SocEnt), one non-governmental organisation (6_NGO), two purely commercial 

limited companies (5_Com and 8_Com), and two commercial companies offering associated 

charitable trusts or corporate foundations (3_Com/Char and 7_Com/Char).  

There is no consensus on what should be the unit of analysis on web content analysis 

(McMillan, 2000). Our standard units of context are a sample of pages that could have the 



largest audience views and responsibility signalling. The following pages were deemed most 

appropriate for purposive typical case sampling (O’Leary, 2010): 

 Homepage (or Volunteering section homepage for non-volunteer-focused sites) 

 Responsible Tourism policy 

 3 products for popular comparable destinations and project types 

The organisations market and sell online, not through brochures or travel agents , so an 

analysis of their websites is pertinent.  To book a trip/project would require a consumer to 

see the project pages. It is true that they may never look at the homepage (although it 

seems unlikely) nor the Responsible Tourism policy page. Since website structures differ, the 

content of project or policy “sections” were analysed, disregarding the actual URL 

navigation, but considering the linked content holistically. Projects were chosen for 

comparability across organisations, in terms of project types, destinations and durations. 

Including comparable projects enables the researcher to more easily perceive nuances of 

responsibility between organisations’ content. The intention was to include one project for 

each of the most popular continent destinations- Asia, Africa and Central/South America 

(Lasso Communications, 2009) and one for each of the popular project types- Conservation, 

Community Development and Childcare (GeckoGo, 2009). Projects including extras (e.g. 

qualifications such as TEFL, or safari extensions) were excluded where a project version 

existed in that continent without it. Tours that included a similar number of volunteer days 

to each other were selected, one per continent and per project type.  

As website offerings differ greatly, when a directly comparable project was not 

available, the most similar project was selected as the most likely to have simi lar cost basis 

and timescale levels. As durations differ, per-day rates were calculated for comparison. The 

media organisation (2_SocEnt) projects’ pricing data does not include its membership fee 

(although that, averaged on a per-day basis, would make minimal difference to the cost 

positioning). As a broker organisation with low intermediary fees, we foresee that prices will 

be competitive but will provide limited quality assurance in terms of project monitoring, 

potentially compromising responsibility scores.  

All eight company sites were examined in October, 2012, based on their then live pages.  

The organisations’ selected five pages were scored on the 19 selected attributes, each 

between -2 and +2. Overall negative scores are possible for criteria or pages, since total 

negatives may outweigh positives. The minimum and maximum scores for each page 



theoretically fall between -38 (19 criteria*-2 score) and +38 (19*+2); for each criteria 

between -10 (5 pages *-2 score) and +10 (5*+2); and for each organisation between -390 

(19 criteria*5 pages *-2 score) and +390 (19*5*+2). The resulting 95 negative, positive and 

neutral data scores per organisation (760 data scores in total), once aggregated often cancel 

each other out, and therefore do not fall far on either side of zero.  

Results   

Results show responsibility signals by criteria (table 1) and page (table 2) to summarise 

key data, and plotted against total price, per day price and organisation type (figures 1, 2, 3, 

and 4) to allow us to visualise Responsibility Value.  

Table 1 presents the scores across all companies. We see low scores are primarily for 

(8_Com) not thinking “Local Community First” or finding “Appropriate Match” with 

“Whatever… age, abilities or level of experience…”  nor preferred skills over “willing to give 

a lending hand” (Childcare Kenya page, 2_SocEnt).  There is evidence of prioritising 

volunteers’ needs and desires, with poverty marketing for example in “the infamous 

townships are full of people desperate to create a better world for their children” (8_Com).  

This poverty marketing echoes Morgan’s (2010) notion of subordinate community need, 

with text such as “these children… need extra attention in order to promote their 

development” (7_Com/Char) yet contradictorily acknowledging “volunteers’ time is 

relatively short” (7_Com/Char) despite the need to “ensure as much continuity and 

consistency as is possible” (7_Com/Char).  

The poor results in “Interacting with Children” and “Inappropriate Behaviour” suggest 

VT organisations do not publish strict zero-tolerance policies in order to prevent 

inappropriate behaviour (TIES Guideline IV-2(e)). They also do not transparently outline a 

process in which volunteers who do behave unethically can be removed from a project (TIES 

Guideline III-1(e)). Together with an almost complete absence of positive goals -related and 

evidence-backed “Needs Assessment” content, this undermines organisations’ seemingly 

positive information on “Working with Locals”, “Local Community First”, “Show values” and 

“Lasting Impact”. “Lasting Impact” and “Show values” generally scored well, areas where 

many of the organisations state intent (+1) without offering supportive evidence (scoring 

+2), prompting fears about greenwashing.  There are few cases of actually including 

evidence-backed content for “Lasting Impact”- a good practice example is a Costa Rica 



Conservation page (3_Com/Char), which explains with data how the project makes a 

difference in decreased poaching rates and improved protection of habitats as well as 

international use of the data for species and area management policy development. 

 “Local Conservation” scores were the best of all criteria, suggesting wildlife and 

heritage preservation may be easier to develop, manage and/or communicate than other 

areas of VT. Of concern is a zero score and lack of positive content regarding sexual 

exploitation, background checks and interacting with children on all pages, particularly the 

Childcare project page, and zero score for “Local Community First” on the Community 

Development Thailand project (4_SocEnt).  

 

*** insert table 1 

 

Table 2 shows that some policies are not carried through to the products’ pages 

(particularly 7_Com/Char, 3_Com/Char, 8_Com), while two companies had higher results on 

the product pages than in their overall policy page (5_Com, 4_SocEnt). There are 

contradictions that suggest responsibility is more in policy than product design, and 

therefore greenwashing is taking place. “You'll normally teach alone without a teaching 

assistant” despite not requiring “any formal teaching qualifications or a TEFL certificate, 

nor… previous teaching experience” scores -2 in ‘Working with Locals’ (8_Com). However, 

the same page scores positively for “Local Community First” and “Lasting Impact” with its 

explanation of how local education needs can lead local people to better futures.   

Relatively high scores on responsible tourism policy aren’t substantiated by any 

transparent reporting (financial or otherwise). We see promotion of a non-profit foundation 

with little transparency on how donations are spent (7_Com/Char), while not-for-profit 

organisation 4_SocEnt ought to be demonstrating maximum scores for evidence-backed 

financial transparency in “Donations” and “Money per trip”, so volunteers can see 

destinations’ financial benefits.   

The consequences of limiting the research to five pages was evident in finding that the 

top performer (1_SocEnt) had a low score on “Inappropriate Behaviour”, “Sexual 

Exploitation”, “Interacting with Children” only because it had an unlinked specific Child 

Protection Policy page. Additionally, overall intent is communicated in the Policy but it is not 

carried through to product-specific communication. For example 3_Com/Char won a 



Responsible Tourism Award for Best Volunteering Organisation and yet fails to score well for 

“Social Impact” of “Working with locals”, “Sexual exploitation”, “Background checks” and 

“Interacting with Children”, across all pages, and “Selecting and Working with Volunteers” 

on its Childcare South Africa and Community Development Thailand pages. However, this 

highlights the importance of linking relevant information: Without it, consumers may 

perceive a different level of Responsibility Value and bond than the organisation actually 

offers.  

 

*** insert table 2 

 

Some organisations have little control over the quality of their products, which is of 

concern in itself. 2_SocEnt only has control on the content of its Home and Policy pages:  it 

is a media facilitator, providing a platform where other projects create their own content 

and can make contact directly with volunteers. Despite set product page content and 

standards, it is not surprising that content on project pages may score inconsistently, and 

may not even reflect the organisation’s Policy, as is evident on the Childcare Kenya content 

score. 5_Com also gets marked down for its Community Development Thailand and 

Childcare Kenya content.  It scores negatively for “Interacting with Children”, due to its 

degrading statement that while parents “go out to work in the fields or local markets” 

volunteers can step in to offer “the essential attention and love that these children need”. 

Their defence is that “The information on our website comes directly from the projects and 

we work with them to ensure this information is as accurate as possible”, but perhaps the 

nuance of language/suggestion is not translated well and 5_Com should take the lead with 

amending any condescending content and improve childcare-related criteria content. 

The concept of Responsibility Value maps the level of responsibility demonstrated by 

page content against the trip’s per-day price. If operators perceive responsibility as part of 

quality that customers will demand or expect, the results should display a parallelism 

between price and responsibility. The eight organisations’ criteria scores for each product 

page have been aggregated and plotted against the total price of the trip. As trip durations 

differ, for comparability the size of the bubble constitutes the per-day price.   

 

*** insert figure 1 



 

Figure 1 presents the relation of price and business model against Conservation 

South/Central America projects, which we saw in Table 2 were the type of projects with the 

highest responsibility scores. 8_Com has the highest total (£1545) and per-day (£110.36) 

costs along with the lowest perceived level of responsibility (-2), and the lowest 

Responsibility Value. Although 1_SocEnt’s total trip costs are second highest (£1340) it 

conversely offers the best Responsibility Value, with the highest perceived level of 

responsibility (8) for its below average price per day (£47.86). 7_Com/Char and 6_NGO may 

want to consider their identical positioning, especially given the little cost differentiation 

with 5_Com which is portrayed to have a higher Responsibility Value. It is worth noting that 

the equal positioning of 7_Com/Char and 6_NGO in Figure 1 does not display well and may 

lead to confusion. Once again this supports the notion that business model type is no 

guarantee of responsibility (Goodwin, 2011; 7.3) but that using responsibility as a 

differentiator for perceived charitable image can offer considerable value. Being virtually 

identical in total trip (£699) and per-day costs (£46.60 v. £49.93), 5_Com could be using its 

greater perceived responsibility to give it the edge in attracting potential volunteers.  

Finally, positioned equally in responsibility, (all scoring 7) are 2_SocEnt, 3_Com/Char, 

4_SocEnt and 5_Com. The differentiating factor is total and per-day prices: 2_SocEnt prices 

are much lower but the media organisation does not support would-be volunteers 

logistically, who may therefore prefer to organise their placement through the next 

cheapest organisation offering support, 5_Com. With higher costs but the same 

Responsibility Value, 3_Com/Char and 4_SocEnt would need other differentiating factors 

(such as brand and reputation) to gain the business. 

 

*** insert figure 2.  

 

Similar positioning is demonstrated by mapping scores for the Asia Community 

Development (Figure 2). The organisations tend to score lower on Responsibility than the 

Central/South American Conservation content, with the exception of 8_Com due to higher 

scores in “Local Community First and “Lasting Impact”. Although per-day prices for Asia 

Community Development projects are lower on average (£45.74) than the Central/South 

America Conservation (£61.70) and Childcare Africa (£65.24) trips, 7_Com/Char (£73.27 per-



day) and 3_Com/Char (£71.07), whilst scoring lower for responsibility are also 

disproportionately more expensive, displaying an inverse relationship between price and 

responsibility (figures 1, 2 and 4). 1_SocEnt, at a mid-range price per day but high 

responsibility score, and 2_SocEnt, with a lower responsibility score but the cheapest, 

demonstrate the highest Responsibility Value.  

 

*** insert figure 3.  

 

A similar pattern is exhibited in the Childcare in Africa projects but with responsibility 

levels on average lower (see figure 3) and price levels on average higher, supporting the 

notion of no responsibility signalling. It is concerning that Childcare projects in Africa score 

poorly for “Sexual Exploitation” (6_NGO), “Interacting with Children” (2_SocEnt and 6_NGO) 

and “Background Checks” (2_SocEnt and 6_NGO). 8_Com and 7_Com/Char offer the highest 

prices with the lowest responsibility (-2 and -1 respectively) and thus the lowest 

Responsibility Value. In the case of 7_Com/Char this may be because being a traditional tour 

operator with a small volunteering section, their cost structure may differ considerably. 

1_SocEnt offers the best Responsibility Value again, with the highest responsibility score 

combined with one of the most competitive per-day prices (£55.18). Again, there is little 

differentiation between 3_Com/Char, 4_SocEnt and 5_Com in particular, with similar 

responsibility levels, total and per-day prices. 

 

*** insert figure 4 

 

By aggregating each organisation’s scores for responsibility content, plotted against the 

average price per day of trips, the overall perceived Responsibility Value position for each 

organisation can be demonstrated (see figure 4). 1_SocEnt (+46) is positioned at the upper 

end of “Marketing Responsibility”. This supports their claim of “truly accountable, ethical, 

responsible volunteer travel” and justifies their contribution into writing the TIES VT 

Guidelines. 1_SocEnt showcase best practice and set a benchmark.  While 3_Com/Char 

(+23) still has some way to go to match 1_SocEnt, however it does appear to be above the 

market average, all be it at a more premium price. Also scoring (+23) 2_SocEnt has its own 



niche, displaying relatively good responsibility and low price, differentiating itself from the 

tour operators in its media social enterprise model. 

At the other end of the scale, 8_Com’s responsibility in content and marketing falls far 

short (-3) of other seemingly similar organisations, including 3_Com/Char (23), 4_SocEnt 

(20), 5_Com (20) and 6_NGO (18). Alarmingly, even 7_Com/Char (10), a tour and not 

volunteer-focused business, is perceived better in responsibility than 8_Com, a VT specialist. 

Given 7_Com/Char’s overland tour focus with volunteering added, its lower score is perhaps 

less surprising. However, an organisation which is visibly trying to shape VT guidelines, 

7_Com/Char needs to make large improvements if its involvement in suggested indus try 

standards is to be credible and not appear as greenwashing. 

Discussion 

Insights gleaned from the content analysis research include  recurring themes related to 

marketing responsibly: the overall low industry performance, the selective promotion of 

attractive aspects of responsibility, the inconclusive differentiation by type of company, and 

the inverse relation between responsibility and price.   

First, there is overall low performance on the extended marketing mix that relates to 

responsibility. This may respond to what is called the first gap in service quality between 

what the customer expects in responsibility, and what the manager perceived this customer 

expects, or it is possible that some of these companies have very good practices, but have 

failed to see the need or benefit of communicating them (the third gap in the service quality 

model, see Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry, 1985). This would be partly explained by the 

arguably higher performing companies who do not signal convincingly (lack of evidence of 

the impact achieved from being a more responsible VT operator and lack of using 

sufficiently differentiating signals, such as independent certification or winning awards). An 

alternative explanation is that commodifying this industry has widened the gap between 

volunteer expectations and skills, and the marketing messages of volunteering organisers 

(Palacios, 2010; Raymond and Hall, 2008) to an extent that messages are now focusing on 

the experience of a volunteer holiday, with only some vague information on the impact one 

is supposed to make.  1_SocEnt may stand out with the highest responsibility score of 46, 

but the range is from +390 to -390. There is room for improvement across the sector to 

highlight responsibility as central to the product sold and services offered. Other Ps in the 



extended marketing mix, such as People, Processes and Physical Evidence also need to be 

considered. This extended responsibility signalling is required for social marketing.   

People-related criteria explored in the research are amongst the worst scoring, for 

example ensuring “Appropriate Match” of people and skills, support for “Special Needs”, 

and implementing zero tolerance policies for inappropriate behaviour with “Interacting with 

Children”. This is also true of associated Processes, whether it be for “Selecting and Working 

with Volunteers”, doing “Background Checks” and dealing with “Inappropriate Behaviour” 

or community-side “Needs Assessments”. While positive and goals-related content is 

included on many pages, few +2 scores show physical evidence is on the whole lacking, 

especially in the ‘Working with Volunteers’, reporting (financial and non-) and social 

impacts. Only 6 page criteria out of the entire 760 score +2 (1_SocEnt on five occasions, and 

3_Com/Char on one). This demonstrates that transparency and evidence-backed content is 

seriously absent across the sample, presenting low bond signals of +1 instead.  

VT must encompass the need for, and continuity of, placements with clear local 

benefits and planning, contact between projects and volunteers and the necessary 

standards of business practises and processes to steer positive impacts, plus marketing to 

transparently communicate the reality of a destination and its objectives if it is to 

realistically manage expectations and make VT “viable for all”. Currently, there is little 

evidence to support this (Taillon and Jamal, 2008; Tomazos and Cooper, 2012). The TIES 

Guidelines (TIES, 2012) on which the research and tool is based thus support this ‘total 

marketing’ and ‘real’ positioning based on a Unique Selling Proposition holistic approach 

(Kotler and Lee, 2009), without which VT ignores complexities of development, skills 

requirements and cultural sensitivities (Simpson, 2004).  

Second, responsibility communication depends on the complexity of the issue, with 

companies choosing to communicate not what is arguably most important, but what is 

easiest and most attractive.  The best scores are for the easier to communicate 

‘Conservation in Central/South America’ in particular ‘Local Conservation’ suggesting that 

responsibility in that area is easier to develop, manage and/or demonstrate than other 

areas of VT- the quantitative examples of impact came from measuring biodiversity, or 

species preserved, rather than for example capacity building. However the related criteria 

for ‘Respect Wildlife’ and ‘Respect Heritage’ do not score nearly as well, suggesting that 

organisations may be better at communicating the ‘big idea’ as opposed to the specifics. 



Likewise, the ‘Local Community First’, ‘Lasting Impact’ and ‘Show Values’ criteria score best, 

but lack detailed reporting of local community related criteria such as ‘Needs Assessments’ 

and ‘Impacts’.  

Further evidence supporting this point is the low scoring criteria of ‘Appropriate 

recruitment’ and ‘Interacting with Children’ and the lower overall performance of the Africa 

Childcare projects, the pinnacle of volunteering humanitarianism (Mostafanezhad, 2013). 

Socio-cultural related issues such as humanitarian projects, teaching and community 

development, the first, third and fourth most popular VT preferences according to GeckoGo 

(2009) tend to score less well. The low-scoring criteria are those largely concerned with 

recruitment of appropriate volunteers and volunteering with children, both of which can 

have hugely damaging consequences if badly managed such as long term psychosocial 

vulnerability and sexual exploitation (Goodwin, 2011; Mostafanezhad, 2013; Reas, 2013; 

Tomazos and Butler, 2012). This study confirms the findings from Callanan and Thomas 

(2005), who found that promotional material for “shallow VT projects” focused on the 

destination and the experiences, while “deep VT projects” emphasised the project and the 

impact of volunteering (and would require higher signalling bonds).  

Third, although “the brand and image value of being a non-profit or charitable 

organization is considerable” (Tomazos and Butler, 2009a:207), the data confirms that “the 

status of the organisation is no guarantee of responsible practice” (Goodwin, 2011:185). It is 

true that social enterprises overall outscore both straight commercial operators and the two 

commercial operators with charitable foundations attached.  Social enterprises may score 

better because they reduce the dislocation between revenue generation and impact by 

minimising costs of the UK operations, with most money being spent (80% for 1_SocEnt) 

and any profits reinvested in destination (Mdee and Emmott, 2008). One would, therefore, 

expect social enterprises to demonstrate evidence-backed financial transparency, such as in 

the ‘Donations’ and ‘Money per trip’ criteria, appealing to volunteers who prefer financial 

benefits to accrue to destinations, but while 1_SocEnt do, others such as 4_SocEnt do not 

(see table 1). Commercial operators with charitable arms would be expected to outperform 

straight commercial operators. And 6_NGO VT would rightly be expected to be 

philanthropic, decommodified and thus the most Responsible compared to commercial VT 

(Wearing, McDonald and Ponting, 2005). Signalling theory has assumed that businesses 

have the knowledge and skills to effectively communicate the bond- in our case 



responsibility performance (Herzberg, 1966; Prakash, 2002), but we cannot necessarily 

assume this in small firms, or indeed non-commercial organisations who do not have the 

marketing communication skills. This is where additional data comparing responsibility 

management (i.e. actual bond) with responsibility signalling (ability to communicate that 

bond) would provide more explanation.  

Fourth, price and responsibility display an inverse relationship (figure 4). The data 

suggests that responsibility is not a quality signal (Zeithaml, 1988), or at least not in the 

strict sense as it would then result in a price premium in market conditions . The current 

wide range of prices suggests that customers rate their experience of volunteering against 

attributes other than responsibility, or that responsibility has a consequential rather than 

causal relationship to price (i.e. higher prices are assumed to be more responsible without 

having to signal it). Quality in the researched volunteer market is not related to the price 

charged nor financial viability (Benson and Henderson, 2011). And there is little 

transparency on where the fees go - of 40 companies studied by Tomazos & Cooper (2012), 

only 18 provided any information- but no hard evidence. 

Content analysis is one of the best methods to find data that is less conditioned by the 

researcher’s initial expectations or hypotheses (Kim and Kuljis, 2010). We did not expect 

that the results would show perceptual maps with responsibility and price signalling being 

diametrically opposed, and there is no easy way of explaining why. If responsibility was a 

hygiene factor it would not motivate but it would prevent dissatisfaction, and therefore 

responsibility would be price neutral (Herzberg, 1966; Prakash, 2002). The inverse relation 

between responsibility signalling and price suggests that responsibility is not promoted as 

part of brand credibility (Erdem, Swait and Louviere, 2002).  This is also because the more 

commercial organisations also tend to be those charging higher per-day prices and have 

lower levels of responsibility signalling, but content analysis alone cannot tell us why.  

The TIES VT Guidelines (2012) make no suggestion on pricing strategies. However, in 

responsible tourism there needs to be “fair economic transaction in which the advantages 

and disadvantages are equally distributed” between both parties (Krippendorf, 1996:114). 

Social marketing uses the marketing mix including price to elicit market change for 

stakeholders to adopt sustainable behaviours (Dinan and Sargeant, 2000; Kotler and Lee, 

2009). The organisations researched offer superficially similar projects and destinations. 

However, pricing differs greatly, and if all organisations operate on a similar cost structure 



of logistics and support (which 1_SocEnt transparently publishes, at least 80% of which is 

spent in the host country), pricing differences could be indicative of profit margins. This 

would suggest therefore that organisations prioritising their responsibility attributes have 

lower profit margins. Another explanation would be a trade-off between altruistic 

volunteering and tourism hedonism, and between altruism and profit, inferring the more 

hedonism involved, the less altruism, the more profit (Tomazos and Butler, 2009b). 

Volunteers’ factors for choosing where to go in order of importance include Price, 

Reputation of Organization, Unique experience, Convenience, Personal learning experience 

and Usefulness of project (GeckoGo, 2009). Consumers may be willing to pay a premium if it 

is justified, perceiving value in higher prices and high-involvement purchases such as those 

with personal relevance or a high degree of risk (Dinan and Sargeant, 2000) and companies 

with undifferentiated products will invest in brand equity to justify higher prices (Keller, 

1993). However, VT is primarily a market for first time buyers who have a high perception of 

risk, and “have been ‘coerced’ into making the ’right’ choice in tune with the times and 

usually this means a more expensive choice” (Tomazos and Butler, 2009b:3, see also 

Zeithaml, 1988). Therefore attributes preferred by a large proportion of the market are 

more self-centred, emphasising the customer experience while idealising and simpl ifying the 

altruistic benefits of volunteering (Wearing, 2001).  The data therefore suggests that 

responsibility is not a search attribute, because tourists cannot objectively assess it before 

purchase and it is rarely a reason for choosing a supplier. It is also imperfectly observable 

after a relatively long usage history and therefore acredence good rather than an experience 

good. The result is a pooling equilibrium - the gains of falsely signalling that responsibility is 

practiced outweigh the potential losses from possibly being discovered (Kirmani and Rao, 

2000; Spence, 1973).  

Conclusion 

Responsible marketing is a key on the path towards sustainability due to its influence on 

consumer demands, (mis)conceptions and consequent implications on the product’s socio-

cultural environment (Krippendorf, 1987). The increasing commodification of VT requires 

that the role that marketing plays in fulfilling customer expectations at the expense of the 

communities be questioned, (Lyons et al., 2012). Signalling theory was helpful to examine 



the communication of responsibility by VT operators . It is worth reflecting on its value but 

also on its limitations.   

First, the theory assumes that there is a sufficient number of signals within the 

appropriate cost range. The wide range of responsibility practices applicable to VT 

guarantees this, and VT operators may want to signal not with broad statements of being 

responsible or sustainable, but with specific evidence of exemplary practice in specific 

aspects that resonate with their target market. This would reduce market confusion from 

vague claims (Simpson, 2004); for signalling to work, a segment of the target market needs 

to interpret the signal as an observable attribute of quality (Kirmani and Rao, 2000; Spence, 

1973). Alternatively voluntary codes of practice and industry-wide regulation could include  

minimum signalling standards (Mdee and Emmott, 2008; Ong et al., 2013).  

Second, making changes to these signals needs to be sufficiently costly to differentiate  

between business offers(Ippolito, 1990). This is hardly the case as our study shows that few 

companies see the need to substantiate their claims with evidence (necessary to get a +2 

score for any item). Currently we find confused positioning, weak differentiation and 

greenwashing, thus responsibility communications are easy to copy and commodify 

(Simpson, 2004; Mdee and Emmott, 2008). Signalling costs are usually determined by the 

high quality firm that  determines what signals will differentiate them. The closest current 

examples would be international awards, certification, endorsements or partnerships .  

Third, signalling can have a positive effect if the number of businesses signalling is a 

minority- in our study we have very few cases of a conscientious approach to using 

responsibility as part of the brand and image, while those signalling do not follow up with 

increased prices. The ineffectiveness of volunteering (Brown and Hall, 2008) and the limited 

importance of the impact of the volunteering trip on the host community in the search 

attributes (Grimm and Needham, 2012) would justify toning down the aid language in 

marketing for the majority of operators, in favour of communicating that volunteering 

fosters international understanding (Palacios, 2010; Raymond and Hall, 2008). This would 

leave space for VT pioneers to signal credibly with less background noise.  

It is worth noting the research limitations. First and foremost, the content analysis of 

these websites only studies the image projected by these companies. Second, content 

analysis gives us patterns from which speculative answers can be put forward (Holsti, 1969), 

and as such it works well to infer but it is not conclusive. Third, counting features on a 



website does not indicate the use of the site or the credibility of its content to its users (Law, 

Qi and Buhalis, 2010). Fourth, the use of TIES volunteering guidelines and subsequent 

operationalization and coding scheme suggests normative or desirable characteristics of VT, 

and it is acknowledged that other authors using different approaches  or codes of conduct 

could come up with different interpretations.  Fifth, in some cases it was necessary to 

compare similar projects in a neighbouring country which may reduce the research validity.  

Finally, we would like to reflect on the research impact. All the companies whose web 

sites were studied were sent the results and given the opportunity to learn from them. 

While the lowest performing business threatened with a law suit for being defamatory (and 

hence we have anonymised all the companies), two companies ignored our results, three 

were happy to review and discuss, and another two responded very positively: “we have 

used… unbiased and clear pointers for where we could do better to readdress and redesign 

our homepage to ensure that our message is more accessible, transparent and user 

friendly” (1_SocEnt), “has enabled us to identify possible areas of improvement to create a 

better online experience for our online users” (2_SocEnt), “we found the analysis and 

industry benchmarking to be very valuable and as a direct result of the work and a follow up 

consultation we have identified a number of changes to make” (4_SocEnt), and “I am 

impressed that from an external viewpoint this insightful paper has accurately identified and 

highlighted a number of issues we are addressing with the next iteration of our website” 

(3_Com/Char). While the comments came from the four top scorers, this gives us hope for 

the improved use of responsibility as a market signal that successfully differentiates high 

performing VT operators. It is also points out a potential way forward for researchers in 

sustainable tourism to work with business for the benefit of all.  
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Figure 1: Conservation Central/South America Responsibility vs 
Price 
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Figure 3: Childcare Africa Responsibility v Price 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Responsible Value vs Price (Average per Day) 
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